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Cytokinesis — the division of one cell
into two daughters — is a complex
event which, despite being studied
for more than one hundred years,
remains poorly understood. Although
the end result of cytokinesis — two
cells — is the same in all cell types,
there are many different ways that
cell division can occur. Most animal
cells divide by forming a central
constriction that pinches the cell into
two daughters; plant cells build a
septum in the center of the cell; and
some species of yeast divide by
budding of a smaller cell off a larger
one, and then cleaving off the bud.
Cytokinesis appears to proceed as
a single, well-orchestrated process,
but it is perhaps more accurately
described as a linked set of
subreactions: cleavage plane
specification, furrow assembly, furrow
ingression, and cell separation 
(Fig. 1). Different cell types may
perform a subreaction in different
ways, or may rely to a greater or lesser
extent on a particular subreaction.
This article will focus on cytokinesis
in animal cells, but certain features of
cell division in plants and fungi will
also be described.
Timing of cell division
Cytokinesis must be coordinated with
other events in the cell cycle, most
notably anaphase when the
chromosomes are separated so that
the genetic information is evenly
segregated. Events of the cell cycle
are coordinated by the sequential
activation and inactivation of cyclin
kinase complexes. In particular,
anaphase onset is linked to activation
of the process that targets cyclin and
certain other key proteins for
destruction. In animal cells, these
kinase complexes also regulate
cytokinesis, as the mitotic kinase
cyclin B–cdc2 must be inactivated
before the onset of cytokinesis. This
kinase complex causes dramatic
changes in cell physiology and there
may be many reasons why it inhibits
cytokinesis. Surprisingly, given that
anaphase seems to trigger cytokinesis,
the time between anaphase onset and
the initiation of cytokinesis can be
experimentally extended without
preventing cytokinesis.
Positioning the division plane
The first step in cytokinesis is the
specification of the plane down
which the cell will divide. This
process differs markedly between
cell types. Micromanipulation
experiments in marine invertebrate
embryos indicate that, in animal
cells, the division plane is
determined by the position of the
mitotic spindle in late metaphase or
early anaphase of the cell cycle, and
this signalling process depends on
microtubules (Fig. 2). The big,
unanswered question is: how do
microtubules establish the plane of
division? It is not known whether
they provide a localized source of a
signal that is delivered by a motor
protein, or make mechanical contacts
with the cell cortex, nor what
signalling molecules are needed to
transduce this information. 
Specification of the division plane
by the mitotic spindle is not a
universal phenomenon in all
eukaryotes. For example, in higher
plants, the division plane is
determined in prophase of the mitotic
cycle, before the spindle has formed.
The future division plane is marked
by a circumferential band of
microtubules, the preprophase band,
in the subcortical region of the cell.
The spindle remnant acts as scaffold
for the formation of the phragmoplast,
a complex structure that ultimately
divides the cell. Late in the division
process, the phragmoplast aligns to
fall on the division plane.
The mechanisms by which the
position of the preprophase band is
defined, and by which the
phragmoplast is oriented with it, are
not yet clear. Mutants have been
identified in which the preprophase
band fails to assemble. In these cells
cleavage occurs, but the divisions are
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Figure 1
The main subreactions of cell division in
animal cells. Actin is shown in red,
microtubules in purple, and the cleavage
membrane in orange.
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misoriented. Thus, the preprophase
band is not strictly required for the
mechanics of cell division in plants,
but rather in the proper orientation
of the division plane.
In fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces
pombe, there is evidence that the
position of the nucleus prior to
mitosis marks the division plane.
Moreover, extensive genetic analysis
has identified many genes required
for cytokinesis in this organism.
Furrow assembly
Once the position of the division
plane is fixed, in animal cells, the
next step is assembly of the
contractile ring. The contractile ring
assembles in the cortical region of the
cell, against the plasma membrane.
Actin and myosin are two essential
components of the contractile ring —
inhibition of their function prevents
cytokinesis — and are likely to be
responsible for generating the force
necessary to deform the cell cortex as
the furrow moves inwards.
Ultrastructural analyses of the
arrangement of the actin
microfilaments in the contractile ring
of several species indicate that actin
filaments run parallel to the cell
surface and aligned with the division
plane. Myosin seems to be organized
in minifilaments that have a similar
orientation to that of the actin
filaments. A recent study of dividing
cultured cells, however, shows that
many actin filaments are oriented in
other directions, suggesting that the
organization of actin is more complex
than was thought.
Other proteins are concentrated in
the cleavage furrow, but their
functions are not understood. Some
of them may be involved in linking
the actin and myosin structures to the
plasma membrane. None of these
linking molecules is known, but one
candidate is the cell-surface protein
CD44, which binds to members of
the Ezrin–Radixin–Moesin family of
actin-binding proteins.
Furrow ingression
Once a contractile ring has partly
assembled, furrow ingression can
begin: the cell membrane is pulled
inwards to divide the cell in two.
During this process, myosin is
thought to slide actin filaments
against each other to draw the
contractile ring tighter. In animal
cells, ultrastructural analysis indicates
that the furrow disassembles as it
contracts. The fact that mutants in
the ADF–cofilin family — proteins
that promote the disassembly of actin
filaments — are defective in
cytokinesis suggests that disassembly
of the filaments may be required for
the function of the contractile ring.
In plant and yeast cells, furrow
ingression does not occur, rather the
division plane is filled with new
membrane and cell wall
components. In plants, the cleavage
membranes assemble first in the cell
center and expand to reach the
periphery (Fig. 3). Insertion of new
membrane components is also
observed during the division of some
animal cells, most notably during
embryonic divisions. In this case, the
furrow moves inwards and new
membrane is inserted behind its
leading edge. It is not known
whether membrane insertion occurs
in division of all animal cells.
Midbody formation
Early experiments on animal cell
cytokinesis indicated that the spindle
was only involved in specification of
the cleavage plane, because once
furrowing is initiated, the spindle
could be destroyed without halting
cytokinesis. There is now evidence
that the microtubules of the spindle
are also involved later in cytokinesis.
(Perhaps in the early experiments
the spindles were not completely
destroyed.)
In animal cells, the microtubule
bundles from the mitotic spindle
persist between the poles of the
spindle after the chromosomes have
segregated. When the furrow reaches
these microtubule bundles, a
structure known as the midbody is
formed. Perhaps the interaction
between the contractile ring and the
microtubule bundles stabilizes the
ring and is required for the continued
ingression of the furrow.
Alternatively, the microtubules may
act as tracks for the delivery of new
membrane components, as those of
the phragmoplast do in plant cells .
Or perhaps a stable link has to be
formed between the cortical
structures and the internal spindle
remnant after furrow ingression is
complete, to facilitate cell separation.
Cell separation 
The key event in separation is the
resolution of the one membrane that
envelopes the two daughters into
two distinct membranes. This aspect
of cytokinesis remains virtually
uncharacterized. Mechanical strain
placed on the membranes could be
responsible for the separation of the
plasma membrane into two
membranes. This force could arise
from the contractile ring or, in some
cases, from the migration of the two
daughter cells away from each other.
Alternatively, there could be a
specific mechanism involving
targeted fusion of membranes that
accomplishes this subreaction. 
As a consequence of this last step
in cytokinesis, two separate daughter
cells are formed. Cell separation is
inhibited in some cell types, such as
in spermatogenesis and in the
Drosophila oocyte. Failure to complete
this last step of cytokinesis results in
two cells connected by a cytoplasmic
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Figure 2
The arrangement of actin (red) and
microtubules (green) in a dividing cultured
cell (centre). (Courtesy of DJ Fishkind,
University of Notre Dame.)
bridge. Such bridges can be stably
maintained; between the cells of the
Drosophila oocyte a massive structure,
the ring canal, assembles that
reinforces the bridge (in this case it is
better described as a tunnel). It would
be exciting to identify factors which
can convert a normally cleaving cell
type into one that makes a stable
cytoplasmic bridge.
Variations on a theme
Cell division permanently separates
the two daughter nuclei that arise
from nuclear division. Other cell
contents that cannot be formed de
novo, such as mitochondria and the
chloroplasts of plants, must also be
segregated during cytokinesis.
Usually cytokinesis results in nearly
equal partitioning of the cytoplasm, so
that each daughter receives roughly
half the contents. In some cases,
however, cytokinesis occurs
asymmetrically, so that the two
daughter cells are differently
endowed (Fig. 3). A dramatic example
of this is the division that occurs
during some meiotic divisions in
oocytes to give rise to polar bodies.
These divisions result in one cell that
contains all of the ooplasm and a
haploid nucleus, and a small polar
body that contains little but a nucleus.
Other cases of unequal cytokinesis
are less dramatic morphologically but
can have equally profound
consequences for the progeny of the
division, such as when the division
plane is positioned in such a way that
one daughter cell receives a cell fate
determinant. There are even
situations in which the entire process
of cytokinesis is blocked so that a
syncytium is formed. These examples
indicate how regulation of the
subreactions of cytokinesis can lead to
changes in the developmental
potential of the progeny.
This overview of cytokinesis has
described the themes and variations
associated with the process by which
cells are born. Although there is no
single mechanism for cytokinesis,
there are shared features in a variety
of organisms, suggesting that there
may be an evolutionary relationship
among these morphologically distinct
events. These commonalities include
the involvement of cytoskeletal
components and the need for
regulated insertion of new
membrane components. At the
molecular level, recent experiments
indicate that a family of proteins, the
septins, are required for cytokinesis
in both flies and budding yeast,
which have morphologically different
methods of cell division. Our
understanding of cytokinesis is too
fragmentary to know if these
processes have indeed diverged from
a common ancestral mechanism.
The challenge for the near future
is to continue to identify the
molecules in this process. The
greater challenge will then be to
uncover the spatial and temporal
coordination of these molecules. Our
understanding of this complex
process has advanced markedly in
the past 100 years, but we are far
from a complete understanding of
the structural and regulatory
machinery necessary to make two
cells from one. 
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Non-classical cytokinesis in animal cells, and
mechanisms of cytokinesis in other
eukaryotes. Microtubules are shown in
purple, nuclei in green, filamentous actin in
red, and cleavage membranes in orange. The
gray structure in the centre of the dividing
fission yeast cell is the nascent cell wall. The
cleavage membranes in the plant cell are
organized into a structure known as the
phragmoplast (see text for details). (The
relative sizes of the different cells are not
accurately represented.)
